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I. Introduction · 

Microwaves o·r Microwave Radiations (M'f'R) are electromagnetic (EM) 

radiations and cover the range of the electromagnetic spectrum between 
conventional· radio waves and the far infra.red. 

The main physical characteristics of .thi.s. type of radiat:i,on are 

frequencr ( \> ) 300 .. 300 ooe .MHz . 

wavelength ()..) · 100 0.1 cm 
I: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) energy fontent, 10-6 - 10 ... 3 electronvolts per photon. 

However,the exact differentiation as to frequen~yand wavelength 
is a matter pf definition and common usage. 

Usually one divides the microwave region into thrEle "bands", as 

tollows: 

Designation . ~ (MHz) (cm) 

Ultra-High. Freq. (lJHF) 300 

Super-High Freq.· (SHF)' 3.000 -

3 OQO 100 - 10 (d.E!oinetre waves) 

30 000 .. 10 - 1 (centrimetre .waves) 
. . I 

EX'tra--High Freq. (EHF) 30~000 - 300 000 1 - 0.1· (milli~et~e waves) 
\ 

----------------------,----- ,.._ . . .... : . - --·-····-. ___ ..;._. -~-

A basic difference between ionizing radiation,. such as: x .. or:gamma' 
rays, and the non-ionizing microwave radiation, is: the· re.lative:i:y very 

i --
small energy

1 
content per photon. of t~e latter • 

. '. 
Common uses of microwaves are: 

(1) radar"".installations 1 both fqr military and oivilian·:purposes; 

(2) electro-therapy (medical diathe~y);. 

(3) microway·~ ovens, (primarily for -the heating of precooked or 

frozen foods) 

(4) commercial processes, (heating for the processing of plastics, . 
wood products,_ ceramics, glass arid paper, food pre~aration, 

pasteurization, sterilization, a.o.) • 

'-The-
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The fa.ct, that MWR and to a less extent radiofrequency (RF) raa1ation 
... 

can effect living matter, sometimes in a favourable, butusually in a 
noxious way, has been known for a long time. 

During the period 1930- 1940 the biological effects of RF radiation 
were actively inyes1;igated with primary attention focused on molecular 
and chemical effects and effects on elementary; biological Sy?tems. 
After World War II the emphasis in research switched to the effect of 
microwave freque~cies on higher levels of b,io,logical organization, 
primarily whole body irradtation effects in mammals and man. 
The impetus for this type of study was,the concern for the well 
being.of military personnel who were exposed in the :vicinity of 

.radar i!).Stv.llations to levels of radiation sometimes sufficiently 
intense to cause detectable heating sensations of the skin. 
Numerous experiments with various frequencies and doses' were 
performEld to determine how this kind of radiation can affect the 
various specific biological tissues and organs, and how the noxious 
effects are brought about. As a result the biological effects of 
MWR can be divided into three categories: 

( 1 ) thermal~ 

(2) specific thermal and 

( 3) non-thermal effects.· 

Based on these eXperiments, mainly performed in the D_.~A and the USSR, 
maximum permissible exposure levels for MWR have been.spe~ified, but, 
unfortunately, the approach toward the problem of the biologica~ 
effects of MWR has been basically different in these countries, 
resulting in a significant disparity in the microwave exposure 
standards adopted in the USA and other Western countries ori one hand, 
and in the USSR and other Eastern European countries on the other. 

The three categories of biological effects and the various microwave 
exposure standards will be discussed later on. 
Due to the continually increasing number of ever higher-powered radar 
in~tallations and to the advance of microwave power systems to the 
industry and the home, more and more.people are in danger of being 
exposed to harmful levels of MWR. Therefore the presence of micro~· 
waves in our environment dictates the need for a thorough under
standing of the possible hazards and imJ>lications of such exposure 
to biological systems. 

-i-. 
- II ~-
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II. P!i,ysical Characteristics. of Microwave Radiation . 
' 

Despite all the differences between the various .. spectral ranges 
of EJvI waves, the same law holds for all bands: they propagate· 
in free space with the velocity of light mid.are refracted, 
diffracte~, dispersed and polarized •. · The reason for the speci,fic 
variations may be nothing more than a different ~atio of wavelength, 
to the dimensions of the object or· the particles of the substance,. 
or a difference in ,energy content. An ~i wave is characterised jby : 

' ~ j. ; ' 
the magnitude.and direction of its vector components.E and H, the 
electric and magnetic field. 

The magnitude of both.components a.teach instant .varies sinusoidally 
along the direction of propagation •. Th'e number. of oscillations 
per second is_ the frequency -v , the length of o.ne oscillation 
is equal to the 1ll:avelength -~ ~ The :dependence o_f frequency 
and wavelength is expressed in terms qf the propagati~n-, velocity 

N' by 'J:111'/>. ' where ,,v,' = c.N f..,.}A·: • C is the speed pf light in 
vacuum, and t,. and fJ-.,. · are the relative dielectric constant 

· and relative magnetic permeability of the medium. · In v~uum, 
' . 

and approximately also in a:i,r, EM waves travel with t;he speed 
of light, in other media ·they always propagate more slowly.· 
The above equation does not contain the qonductiyity fl" of .. 
the medium; _ in ,reality, however, the velocity o_f propagation, 
and thus also tlle wavelength, depends on it too, in suc.h a way, 
that both niay decrease significantly w~en a,. wave. passe·s from 
-free space to a ~edium having large . values of tr, t,. , and/",- • · 

• . I . . .. 
Another property of .EM waves is the polarization, .which refers to 
the direction of the el:eotric. field vector. , This_ ve•tor m~y .be. 
varying in orieptation (.random polarizatiori), fixed in orientation 
( plane polarization), rotati~fi' fu orientation .at the microwave 
frequency (elliptical 'polarization), or .any combi:natio~:of these. 

The fundamental charac,teristics of l!N waves can best be explained 
by a simple example, the plane, monochromatic (single frequency), 
harmoniowave, propagated in an unbounded, isotropfo n:tedium 
(i.e. free space). 

-Under-
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Under these cd'ditions the electric and magnetic vector are mutually 

perpendicular and also perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 

The scalar components of the electric and magnetic field vectors 

are related to the intrinsic impedance ~ of a medium with 
. ... . -a.. 

negligible magnetic loss by the expression Z : IE I/ I HI 

For a time-varying EM wave in free space the energy crossing a· 

unit area per 1.lll:it.time can easily be obtained~ It is referred to 

as Poynting vector, the ve1tor•product of the magnetic and 

electric vectors. Since E and H · are at right angles to 

ea.ch other and to the direction of propagation, the Poynting 

vector is also ih the direction of the propagation, as it is 

related to the irtensity of the wave. 

Ta.king the 'time average of the Po~rnting vector and using the 
. . . 

defimi tion of 'the intrinsic impedance of the· medium, which depends 

on the electric and m~etic. properties of :the medium · and the 

. frequency, it c.an -be shown that, in free space propagation, the 

power density is directly proportion~! to the square of the _ 

electric field strength and inversely proportional·. to the intrinsic · · 

impedance. 

Measurement of the electric field strength thus provid~s the power 

density, after having calculated the intrinsi_c impedance. Power 

density in the microwave region usually is expressed in watts or 
- 2 . 2 

milliwatts per square centimetre ( W/cm or mW/cm ) • 

The ,just mentioned · siinple proportionality between the magnitudes of - - . . E and H is valid only in free space or at large distances 

from a radiating device, i.e. in the so-called far field region. 

The far field_ is the region removed fer enough from the source 

to eliminate any interaction between the wave and the source. 

Then the amplitude of the electric or magnetic field.is inversely 

proportional to the distance from the source. The energy or power 

density is therefore inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance in the far field and measurement of either the electric 

or magnetic component suffices- for their determination. 

-In-
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In the near,orinductive field i.e. the co~plex field, :ui:t~e 
~. 1 .... ,~ ... 

5 -

vicinity of the radiating device, E .and Hare not represented by a 

simple proportionality, and, therefore, both components ·J!lllSt be 

determined in evaluating power or ei;i~rgy density. In addition to the 

radiation field:. components there are ·five other components i~ the 

near field,-four electtic'll.tldone magnetic,' that ar~ assooiat~d with 

the so-called induc.tion and static fi~ld~, so that the n~~: field ·· · 

is not stdiotly a radia~ive field. ':I.'he complexity of the n~ar field 

distribution is dependent on the configuration of the radia.ting 

element or elements, and thlis determination of power _density . in the 

near field is extremely difficult ~th expetilllentall/ ~cl theoretically. 

In certain applications of microwave radiation (e.'g., radar) the 

waves are pulse-modulated instead of being opera.tad in· the continuous _ 

wave (CW) output mode~ One then speaks of pulsed w~ve (PW) radiationo 

P- , the 
av 

power P , . p 

period t.: 

average _transmitted power is related tp the peak or maximum 

the pulse durati_on b {sec) , , and the puls'e repetition 

{seo-1 )- by the relationship. Pav= P, ~ 't -t:. 

"i· . 
. •-r. 

_., ... ·,t 

. ., 

· .. ·' . 

'· -:, . . ,., 

,,•·1•·. 

; ~ . 
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III Interaotion of Microwave Radiation with Biological Tissues 

When biologioal tissues are exposed to miorowaves, the radiant 

energy may be.reflected, it may be absorbed, or it may pass 

through the tissue without being absorbed.. • The radiant energy 

that is absorbed is transformed into kinetic energy, thereby 

producing a general heating of the material. 

The effects •of MWR_depend on the amount of energy that is absorbed 

in the tissue and on the rate at which this energy in the form of 

heat may be removed. 

The conversion of any form of physioal energy into heat is in

fluenced by the physical properties of the absorbing materiaL 

The electrical properties of the tissues, the d:ielectrio 

constant € and the . conductivity «,' ( or its inverse' , the specific 
\ 

resistance) determine the heat development, which is directly 

related to the rate and extent of molecular vibrations. 

A great deal of the temperatu~e increase is due to increased 

vibrations of polar molecules. 

The direct contribution of the• magnetic field component 9f the 

m wave is relatively insignificant since the difference between 

the magnetic permeability for vQ,cuum and that for biological 
. I 

oells and solutions of most compounds of biological interest, 

is less than 0.01% •. Inherent in the theory of Eli1 radiat~on, 

however, is the exchange of energy between the electric and 

magnetio fields. Therefore, as the electrical energy is · 

withdrawn from the wave by interaction with the medium:, magnetic 1 
' ' 

' . 
energy is converted into electrical energy as the wave 

propagates with decreasing intensity. 

The electrical properties of t_issues must be lmown for a 

complete understanding of the mode of interaction of·EM 

radiation with organisms. 

Absorption coefficients1reflections at interfaces between 

tissues, absorption of incident power, and other scattering 

properties of.tiss1-<es can be determined from this information. 

The electrical properties of biological material_are related 

to certain composite features such as water content and 

-macromolecular-

.... 
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macromolecular an,d lipid content1 and are freauency dependent 

as may be clear from tabel I. 

-1-

Tissue with low water content, such as fat, is penetrated by 
microwaves to a considerably larger extent than tissue with high water 

content, such as muscle •. 

The dielectric constants and conductivities of various tissues are 

known and can be used to calculate, penetration depths, which .roughly, 
•'', ' ' 

range of from 1/10 - 1/100 of the wavelength of the radiation used 

and · thus decrease rapidly with increasing. frequency · ( • tQ.1:>le II) . 

The percentage of airborne energy absorbed in tissue in.the micro-

wave range depends also on the frequency ( table III). 

Under the simplifyfug assumptions that the rEt:diation stri k~s at a· 

right angle to the body surface, at fr~quencies lower than 1000 MHz 

most of the energy re8:ches the deeply situated tissues; the amount 

of absorbed energy is nearly independent of skin and subcutaneous 

thickness. 
. . 

Between 1000 and 3000 MHz, transition from deep heating to surface 

heating takes place; dependingon the thickness of skin and sub..: 

cutaneous fat t_he absorption of the airborne energyimay be 20 to 

100%;. the complexity ··of t~e situation: iri t~e 1000 - ,3000 MHz band 

reflects the fact that in this frequency range, both-" skin and fatty 

tissue layers of the exposed body can act as .a tuning element to 
d~* • 

match or mismatch impedances of. various tissue c·ombinaticms and 

air. 

For frequencies above 3000 MHz most of the radiant energy is 

absorbed by the skin, the percentage varying from 40 to &bout 70 
at 100 GHz. The penetration depth above 3000 MHz thus becomes 

so small that heat conduction or convection by blood flow rather 

than true penetration of radiant energy-determines deep tissue-
• I • . • . ' 

temperature to a great extent • 

Although the amount of energy absorbed above 3000 MHz .is sti'll 
· considerable, much of the heat generated in the. surface layer~ 

will be dissipated by body surface cooling, which is more effe9tive 

than conduction or convection. 

. .'' · -Rad.i~tion-



. -a ... 
Radiation of such high frequency that heat tends to.be developed at the body surface is therefore much less apt to cause· intolerable . 

. elevation of total body temperature than radiation of iower frequency. 
The presence of thermal receptors in the skin, however, increases tho sens!tivity of this part of the body to heat loadso In the high frequency microwave limit the absorption phenomenon thus will be equivalent to the absorption of far infrared radiatfon. x) • 
In the whole microwave region the distribution of the absorbed energy will of cour<Jebe dependent :upon ~he .composition and physical dimensions of the tissues withdifferent electrical characteristics. 

The direct consequence of the absorption of EM radiation is the .induction of tissue specific temperature rises which lead to temperature differences l:>etween various tissues. The differences within ho~ogeneous material due to absorption mechanisms are a result of the exponential energy deposition. 
Especially for the shorter wavelengths where the differences in electrical. properties of the tissues are more pronounced,the process becomes very complex due to reflections of the radiation at the interfaces between fat and muscle. Al though the electrical . properties, dielectric constant, and conductivity of many tissues, cells, and macromolecular suspensions are lmown from experi:r.1ents, the sequence of events of t~e physiological and biochemical reactions manifested by absorption of MWR is,sti~l not completely known, 

x) A. maximum temperature rise in homogeneous tissue will be induced by radiation of somewhat longer ~avelength and thus larger penetration depths, which suggests that radiation in the frequency band of 300 to ;000 MHz is more likely to produce biological · damage due to thermal mechanisms. 
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TlJ3LE I Dielectric Constant a.nd Conducti vi tl of various bodl tissues n.t ~1° C 

Frequency (MHz) 100 200 400 700 1000 3000 8500 
---

{a) Dielectric constant, {b) Conductivity tr · (mMho/cm) 

-
Muscle · 71-76 56 52-54 52..:53 49-52 , 45-48 40-42 { n.) 

9. 52-10.5 11.1-11.8 12.7-13.7 12.1-13.3 2.1. 1-23.3 83.3 (b) 
"·. ' 

Heart Muscle '59-63 52-56 · 50_;55 - . 

'-'. 8.7 -10.5 10.0-11.8 10.5-12.8 I 

i Liver 76-79 50-56 44-51 
I 

42-51 46-47 .· 42-43 34-38 • ;. I 

5.59-6.49 6.67-9.09 7.69-9.52 8. 7-1.1.8 9-43-10.2 2.0-20.4 58.8~66.;7 
I 
I 

·spleen 100-101 ,.. 

. _, 

Kidney 87-92 -62 53-55 50-53 
11.1 11.8 13.0-13.2 -. 

Lung 35 35 34 
6.25· . 7.14 · 7.69 ... 

-~ ... 

Brain 81-83 
5.13-5.56 

Fat 4.5-7.5 4-7 .. 5.3-7 .5 .. 3.9-7.2 3.5-4.5 
0.29-0.95 0.36-1.11 .., · 0.83..:1.49 1 .. 11-2.27 2. 7-4.17 

·_\_._,. 

Bone Marrow 4-3-7°3 4.2:..5.8 4°4-504 
0.43 .. 1.0 .. 1.16~2.25 1.67-4.76 

... 

-,-~---... 
I 
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WLE II Depth of ;eenetration of microwave energy into various animal_t.!E_s~_lin cm) . · 

Frequency (MHz) 200 400 1000 3.000 10 000 24 500 . 35 000 
Wavelength(cm) 150 75 30 10 3 1.225 o.as 

Bone MIU'row 20.7 18.7 11.9 9.9 0.3 0.15 q.07 
Bra.in 3··.6 2.1 1.9 0.5 0.17 0.075 0.04 

Lens of eye 4.4 4.2 2.9 0.5 0.17 0.07 0.04 
Vitreous Body 1.7 1.4 1.2 0.5 0.19 0.045 · 0.031 
Fat 12 .• 5 e.5 6.4 2.5 · 1.1 0.34 
Muscle · 2.3 1.e 1.5 0.13 
Whole Blood 2.15 · 1.7a 1.4 0.8. 0.15 0.06' 0.03 
Skin 2.8 2.2 1.6 o.6 0.19 0.07 

TABLE III Percentage of microwave energy absorbed in the body 

~MHz} 

< 150 

150-1000 

1000-3000 

>3000 

).. (om} 

> 200 

200-30 

30-10 

< 10 

absorption ( %} • 

40-50 · 

20-100 

40-70 

Remarks 

body transpar_ant 

damage to internal organs 

damage to eye-lens, testes 

damage to skin ( burns) , · 

lds of eye 
' ·. 

-IV-· 
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IV Classifioation of effects· 

As a oonsequence of a number of experime.pts on temperature rise and , ' 
' ' 

effects induoed in various body tissues. by'absorption or:radio-
frequency or microwave radiation, one has been able to indicate. 
three categories of effects of electromagnetic radiation on 
biological material: 

1. thermal 

2. speoifio thermal 

3• and non"':'thennal effects 

Thermal effects a.re those effeds, due to a general _or· local 
hyperthermia, which develop when the heat generated in the body or 
other object exposed to radiation can not be dissi'pated sufficiently 
by thermai regulatory processes.· Harmful effects due to hyperthermia 
usually have been the result of exposures to power densities in ' 2 ' .· ' ., ' ' excess of 100 mW/cm , although thermal effects may well exist at 

_lower· exposure levels. Exposure of' varies species of animals ·to 
whole-body microwave radiation at these relatively high levels is 
characterised by a temperature rise which is a function of. tho'rmal 
regulatory capability and active ·adaptation! of the· animal, the .. 
final result beirig an either reversiole or irreversibie.cha.n:ge, . 

. •' :' 

depending n irradiation condi tidns. The thermal response induced• : 
by MWR exposure in an animal.with' ~herrnal r~gulatory c~pability 
comparable to that of man ( su,ch as the do~)' is chara()t~riz~d by thr,ee 
phases: 

1. initial thermal respense 

2. period of thermal equilibrium and 

3. period of thermal breakdown, if exposure is continued, at 
high levGl. 

Each phase is·accompanied by characteristic ·symptoms. -It is however 
suggested that due to differences :irt·total volume.Mdbloodcircu
lation, extrapolation of results from animal exposure, be it whole::. 
or partial-body, to man is very difficult. 

' 
' Specifio•thermal effects result when radiation is selectively 

absorbed by objects embedded in media of different electrical· 

.. -properties-

., 

,• j. 



properties, thus causing a greater temperature rise in the bodies than 
in the surrounding media (structural heating). As a result of theoretical 
and experimental investigations it has been concluded that selective 
heating can occur only when the _size of the object is at ~east 1 mm in 
diameter. This. conclusion is based on considm.•ation of. the nbaorption 
oharaoteristio of biological media and the rat,3 of heat transfer as a 
function of particle size. 

For biological materials, however, the conditions do not permit significant 
degrees of selective heating unless special irradiation techniques are 
used in macroscopic systems. In biological material the membranes sur
rounding the body cells have little effect on electrical properties of 
tissues at frequencies above 3QQ.\MHz, and so EM waves proceed without 
being affected by the cell membranes. 
As a consequence, the cell interior and exterior are exposed to the snme 
electric field, and since their electrical characteristics ·are fairly 
similar, are warmed up to nearly the same extent. Therefore EM radiation 
causes rather uniform "volume" heating, both on a macroscopic and a 
microscopic level. 

Non-thermal effects are those effects which do not .involve an increase 
.in the temperature of the irradiated object (for instance pearl-chain 
effect, changes in EEG and IDG). Non-thermal effects would be of great 
importance in determining maximum permissible microwave exposure 
levels, since they would obviously be induced at much.lower radiation 
intensities than thermal effects. The possibility however, that both 
thermal and non-thermal effects may occur at the same time in micro-

' 
' wave exposure of biological systems, makes a separation of these effects 

very difficult. The evidence or possibility for the existence of 
non,.;thermal effects has been and still is the subject of_ great controversy, 
especially between Russian and Western investigators. More research, 
conducted from a more quantitative point of view, is neededto clarify· 
this point. 

- J;}..-
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V. E_actors that influence th~ biological effects of MWR 

Observations have been made demonst~ating certain factors or condi
tions which influence considerably the survival time•of experimontnl 
animals exposed to various do1;1es of MWR. It is believed that these 
factors will have a similar influence qn what may be considered or 
aocepted as a safe dose of MWR for man. 
The most prominent factors will be.elucidated briefly. 

1. frequency or wavelength of the radiation 
Because absorption a.nd penetration depth depend on the frequency. 
of MWR, it is clear that. this factor is important in evaluating.· 
an experiment (tables.I~, HI). 
There is.a difference of opinion.concerriin~ a possible different 
influence of continuous wave (CW) ,exposure compared with pulsed. 
wave ,(PW)' exposure at the same frequency and the same average 
intensity. Some believe that the.average intensity is the only 

• 
•• I 

important factor, others think tpat the· very .. high 'peak powers 
occurring sometimes in pulsed wave exposures·witha.low duty 
cycle a.re much mqre dangerous , and therefore hav~ to . be con- · 
sidered care:fully. There are .ind.icEttions in. favour of the 
latter opinion · (43, 44, 45, 122, 265). As for biochemical. 
effects of MWR, however, there seems to be no difference. 

2. Time of ·-'::~r>sure, average P£Wer · (intensity) 
It is obvious that.these·f~ctors will influence·the effects of 
MWR, may they be loc3l or tctal,.body. Also .it is plausible that' 
the -time between consecutive exposures is of importance. 
The longer this time, the greater the cha.nee for the organism 
to readjust, partly or completely, its equilibrium. 
A continuous exposure to MWR will·therefore have an other 
. influence than exposure according to the scheme "one minute on" 
- "n minutes off". This scheme refers to a method in which 
after each minute of exposure·to MWR the radiation is cut off 
for n minutes. 

3. Environmental temperature, air currents 
These factors determine to a large extent the possibility for 
the organism to loose superfluous heat. In favourable 
cirol,llllstanoes it is therefore ·possible that a o'ritioal temperature 

-will-
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will not be attained unless after a very lon9ex~sure. 

4. Body weight, type or mass and covering v~:r:-~u~~ expose_{~ 
The !1imensions of the object-play an important part too. When the 

object is very small compared with the wavelength of the_ radiation, 
then there will be almost no absorption. Generally, the human or · 

animal body will absorb an amount of micrownve energy in direct 

proportion to its surface area, or in proportion to the area exposed. 

It is the small animal which has the larger body area in proportion 

to its mass. From this follows, that when the absorbed energy -

is transformed into heat, and when this is distributed by means of 

circulation, the tempe.rature rise will be greater in a small animal -

thnn in a large one, but after exposure it will drop more rapidly, 

apart from corrections for transparancy or for different abso~ption 

coefficients. 

5. 11Irradiation cycle _ _1.'ate" 

This term refers to the number, or the rate, at which "on-off" 

periods of irradiation are repeated per unit of time (for instroice . . 

one minute), in which, however, the total irradiation title is 

kept constant. 

Experimental Data show that the briefer the individual pari~ds of 

exposure, the less are the local or total body effects ;in 
,.\., ' .. 

experimental animals, even though the total dose of irradiation 
· per unit of time is the same., It is very difficult to explain 

the underlying causes of this phenomenon, wh~oh could in' a 

way be compared to the effect that occurs when one -- passes a 

finger, at various rates, through a flame. The significance 
of these observations becomes obvious when considering, for 

instance, two radars rotating at different speeds. If 

wavelength and power density are. identical,- theri effects ( if any) 

should be expected first in personnel exposed to the slower 

rotating equipment. 

6. Orientation or position in the electromagnetic field 

The orientation of an object in the electromagnetic field may 
influence the occurrence of resonances or standing waves. Under 
certain circumstances an arm, finger or ear acts as a resonant 

-JJ./-
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antenna or absorber which supports standing waves, resultii;ig, 

at definite poilllts5in extremely high currents as well as : . 

in localized heating •. Changing the position of the object 

may lead to the disappearance of these phenomena.. 

: ' . 

7 • Differences in sensitiv1.ty of organs and tissues, caused by. 

different dielectric ~onstants and thermal , conduot'i vi ties~ 

A comparatively avascular organ or, tissue is lmown to .be. prone 

to microwave damage because removal of su~rfltio~s heat is 

very difficult. Experiments have shown that whole body . . ~ 

exposures may induce temperature ~adients .in different.organs 

and tissues. 

8. Reflections 

Reflections may occur from surfaces in• the .environme..11.t or from 

interface boundaries between different tissues. 

Although the nature of these effect~ is clearly different, 

their ultimate influence will be practically the same, viz. 

a concentration of energy (and thus of heat) in the irradiated 

object. The first factor may be· important because of the 

ability·of microwaves to be readily reflected from many types. 

of surfaces. It is therefore possible that a strong .. 

electromagnetic field and thus a high concentr~tioµ. of micro.:.. 

wave energy can occur on the e1pot' of the object.• 

The second factor is important when ~he obje~t is mad~ up of 

'different, tissues, so that in the object a stronger field can,· 
' It • :·· .- . . 

occur than is to be e~pected c?mpared with the e1erior field, · 

giving rise to the so called "hot spots". 

9. Conditions of the exposed object, such as state. of health, 

restra.int,~edic~ etc. 

These variables, individually and in combination, affect the 

biological response to microwaves. In many instances, the 

exposures were performed while the.exposed animal was-under the 

influence of anesthetics, sedatives, tran quili_zers or 

physical restraint, thus modifying·. the physiological or -

biochemical response. 

-VI-
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VI Microwave power density measurement 

With present experimental methods, microwave power density is 

measured in watts or milliwatts per square centimetre or by decibel. 

Detectors for surveying radiation leakage and calculating fields 

for biological effects experimentation, operate on either thermal 

. or electrical principles. Thermal detectors act on the principle 

of producing a detectable physical cha..,ige ( temperature) in a· heat-

.sensitive element. The first measurements of EM _energy were 

calorimetric, involving heating of a substance with kno·m1 thermal 

properties by microwave absorption. Power could then be calculated 

by measuring t.emperature and time. Today there are three general 

types of thermally sensitive elements in use. The first is the 

thermistor that heats when coupied tb the EM field, Because of 

its negative temperature coefficient its resistance decreases 

,men its temperature rises. Another device closely a.kin to the 

thermistor is the baretter which. has a positive temperature 

coefficient of resistance. These are both known as bolomete_;: 
. ' 

detectors, meaning a device which changes .its· resistance as it 

changes temperature. 

The bolometer is operated in ~ balanced-bridge circuit and the d.c. 

or audiofrequency povver required to ·compensnte for the resistance 

change in the bolometer element is'calibrated in terms of RF or,·. 

microwave power. 
e 

The second type of temperature sensitive·device is the thermocouple, 

which produces a measurable voltage when heated by the'RF or 

microwave current. Therefore one only_ needs an antenna and .~ 
current or voltage meter, generally a very sensitive one or in·· 

conjunction with an ~plifier because of the very small levels 

of voltage and current usually encountered, · to make a detection 

device from a thermocouple. A novel approach to thermal microwave 

measurement is. t~e air-pressure system. This system involve·s 

measurement of a small pressure change in a gas confined iri a 

small thin-film coated container. The gas container is usually 

an electrical insulator covered by a carbon compound which. 
' . ' 

absorbs microwave energy. The thermal detection methods have 

individual and common deficiences. They are all in their simple 

form ambient temperature dependent. Metho_ds of measuring the 

-difference-
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difference in output from matched detectors with only1one 

exposed to heating have been developed an$! are su~rior · for general •. 
application. 

· Direot electrical energy conversion is another way of measuring 

power density. 

A semiconduotor diode rectifies the RF current int,o direct current • . ,· 

Power density is calculated as function of the knomi antenna area. 
and the measured direct current. The diode. detector-. type OM be 

made extremely sensitive, · so that generally an attenuator is neP.de~, · · 
which is sometimes complic~ted and may , lead to inaocuraoies. 

Therefore thermal detectors are preferred over diode detectors for 

survey-type. power density me::ters. 

With the exceptio:p. of t}?.e air-pressure detector, a:11 detectors or 
sensors require an antenna to convert the pl'opago.tirig EM w.we . . ' . . . . . 

into wire-conducted currents which are-then detected by a 
thermistor, a thermocouple or a diodEh This antenna determines 
the major characteris-eics of the me~s:uring ·instrument. · Two 

. attributes of an antenna are important,. th~ direcitionaiity \ ·. . . . . . . . . . 

and the polarization sensitivity. -Further one should bare: in mind> 

.that a.nt~nnas ·~e frequency sensitive., so that f~r the vMious 
microwave ranges different antennas a.re needed. 

As a general survey device in situations where 'the. surveyor· is 
unaware of the specific at ions, of the r;adiations, all these '. 

devices are of limited value' and only partially comply, with 
' . . ' 

the requirem~nts for suitable mic:fowf),ve ,do~imeters~ ._. 
A device not limited by fr~quency, orientation and polarization 

is need~>and the need for personal ~osinietty requires further 
research on this subject~ 

: ... ~ 
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VII Microwave jtan~ards for human exposure 
- 18 -

' ..\a a result of.~:gf3riments on the biological effects of MWR, performed 

mainly in the USn and in the USSR, several countries have specified 

a maximum permissible exposure level (MPEL) for this· type ;of 

, .. radiation • 

. However., as stated in the introduction, the approach townrd tho 

problem has been basically differ'ent in the above countries •. · . ,, 

In the USA the· studies were primarily devoted· to a cfotermination 

of the hazards associated with the thermal effects of Mimt, and as 
• I 

a result it was possible to de"le;lop a MPEL for the control of 

thermal damage. 

Studies on microwave and radiofrequency radiation conducte.d in . the , 

USSR a.rid other Eastern European countries have been oriente!i 

more toward effects on, or mediated b~, the central nervous system 

(CNS) and the overall conclusion arrived at by such·studies is')that 

biological systems are more sensitive to CNS effects, induced without 

a ris.e in temperature. and thus non-thermal, thru.i to dire6t thermal 

effects. Therefore in these countries MPEL's are laid down to 

protect people against thermal as well . as: non-thermal effe~ts 

of MIR •. This is the reason for the discrepancy in ,the microwave 

standards in the USA and Western European countries on the ·· 

one hand and the USSR and Eastern European countries on the other. 

The importance• of the difference· between the Soviet and~.wes.terti 

views is readily apparent when it is -realized that practical 

consideration bf MPE.L' s is based on the .acceptance or rejection 

of non-thermal •e;ffects of.microwave exposure as being of biological 

significance. 

The recominended MPEL 9 s for various ·countries are summarize4· 

in table IV. ' 

-Table IV-
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. TABLE IV Maximum Recommended Levels for- Human Exposure to Microwave Radia.t_i_o_n ____ ·s-·-.....-

Country and Source_ Frequency (MHz) __ 
. 2 

MPEL (mW/cm ) , Conditions or Remarks', 

-----------------------...,....----
~A (USASI) (1966) 10 - 100.000 

Canada ( 1966) 

US.MF (1965) ) 

NATO ) 

USSR ( 1958) ) 

Poland(1961) ) 

Czech.Soc.Rep. 

Great Britain 

( 1960) 

Sweden (1961) 

Belgium 

France, Italy, 

West-Germany 

The Netherlands 

all 

,00 - 300 000 

300 - 300 000 

-30 ~ 30 000. 

- •- I -
all 

HAID-standard 

NA.ID-standard 

.. , 
10 

' 2 
1 mWh/cm 

1 

10. 

10 to 100 

> 100 

0.01 
0.1 
1 

CW: 0~025 (u) 

PW: 0~01 

. CW: 0.0025 

PW : 0.001 

10 

1 

•>: This formula should not be applied to intensities 

periods ,of 1 hour 

· averaged over any 
Q.1.:.h · period 

public:· areas · 

continuous exposure 

max.exposure time T in 
mitiutes during o."' l 
1-h period,,= . 
T = 6000/vf ; (ie) . 

. . ··.P . . 2' . 
Win mW/cm 
.dangerous; .no. occupancy 

' .. ·8 h/day . 
2 to 3 h/day 
15min/day 

"Microwave workers", 
max. 8 h/day: 

WxT<0.2 
,p 

W-w Tp( ~-08 ·. 

other. people, max 24 
h/day: . 

WxT(0o06 
p :-;o 

W XT ( 0.024 
' p ·, ,, 

' ' 

Continuous 8 h exposure, 
average power density 

Prol<>nged exposure of 
the general.public 

Proposal: absol~~ , . 
maximum 50 mW/cm; 
total ._dose · per 24 :ti 
.not mcire-. t~an 
50 mW h/c~ . 

u ) : CW: "continuous wave" _operation: PW: "pulsed wave" operation. 

-/fl- -vrrr-
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VIII Survey of ' li ter?,ture on the biological effects of MWR and related · 

/) subjeots 

. - -----------------------.------ ------
A search of published literature on the effects of MWR has been perform~d 7 

the,result of which ,is given here. 

The references have been compiled in part 2 of tho report. Summaries of 
various publicat::ons are collected in parts 3 to 60 

A. Total body effects 

I-fost total body effects have been observed in whole-body exposures 
of &"limals (mice, rats, guinea pigs, rabbi ts, cats, dogs etc~) 
When the whole body is subjected to MWR, the·heat resulting from 
energy absorption 1;~ust be dissipated by various ineans at the disposal 
of the body includ~ng radiation, conduction and evaporation of 
perspiration. If the heat cannot be dissipated as .fast as it is produced, 
the temperature of the body will rise. The eJnount of heat the human 
body can transfer is, under normal circumstances, .about 10 rnW/cm

2
• 

This may be raised about tenfold·under very favourable circumsta.nceso 
The damage produced by an excessive temperature rise of the .body . 

is indistinguishable from that cl.ue to fever of any origin (33, 167, 
316). The problem of heat dissipation is complicated by the fact that 

.for each degree of temperature rise above normal the basal metabolic 
rate increases by as much as 14%, demanding an increase in bloo~ circula-. 
tion and respiration, as well as a 50 to 100% increase inJthe supply of 
oxygen to the tissues to maintain cellular activity. The condition 
:is aggravated by the reduc·ed capability of hemoglobin to comb:i.ne 
with oxygen and by the increased blood circulation rate, which 
reduces the time available for oxygen transfer in the lungs. 
During the rise in temperature, reactfons indicative of a nonspecific 
pituitary-adrenal response to stress occur, leading to a change in 
the blood picture (2, 273). 
Severe hyperpyrexia carried to the point of death results in diffuse 
degenerative lesions throughout the body (see Bo), Fatally exposed 
animals develop acidosis, hyperpnoea, and tetany, and finallr die 
of respiratory arrest (197). 
Numerous whole-body experiments have been performed on various animal 

- species -
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species (a.o. 1, 21 13, -33, 36, 54, 56, 66, -77, 81, 86, }95, 106, __ 

138, 158', 167, 177, 184, 231,, 243, '248, 255, 264, 273, 2.74'~ 2?7,' ' --
295, 316, 343, 355, 361, 363, 364, 403, 409; 410; 412, 414; -445). 

B~ 1. Effects on skin and s_uboutaneous tissue 
. . . 

Irradiation of the body surf~1ce can lead to a: ~ensation of heat 

a.rid even to. loo.al superficial burns •. The shori;er wavelengths ;' 

are more likely to bring .about these effects;: but longer w;,vel~gths 

generate the highest temperature in:deep.-lying•inusoles. 

A number --of authors. have studied the influence,_ of i;!WR on the · ____ _ 
, • , , • I 

temperature of ~kin, subbutaneous tissue and muscle (43, 44, 51, 

54, 58, 71, 81, 144·, 166, 167, 226, 22T~ 230-232, 249, 270,'. 3_18,. 385). 

Afost experiments were -r.hole-body exposutes; .but also -sometimes

exposure of thin slices of skin was used. 

2. Effects on bone and bone marrow 

Some authors ment:i.on effects on bone_ and bone marrow. __ 51cr and 59Fe 

studies show alter::itions in f~rro-erythrokin~tios and red blood,:oell 

life _span, indicating an effect on borie marrow function ( 19, 107, _,_ 

276, 278, 378, 392). 

3. Damage to intel:a1 ~ organs 

Whole-body exposurE:3 of animals oan in severe cases lead tO degenerative. 

lesions in internal organs ~uch as ·brain, lung; -liver, kidneys, 

adrenals, thyro_id, visceral organs, urinary bladd.er. · The lesions · 

include renal tubular dege~eration, myocardial degeneI'?.tio!l and -

necrosis, hemo~rhagio lesions in the _gut, respirat~ry• tract, liver . ,/' 

and brain (1, 33~ 54, 81, 117, 188, ·235; 284, 289, 294--296,, 3-35, 

336, 345, 388, 414). 

The ·phenomenon of the so called dimensionl:l,l resonance (standing w_aves) 

may cause serious injury to particular organs w:i. thout, the 'entire 

organism being overheated. 

4. Critical org~ 

Experimental evidence has been established that.certain organl3_ of 

the body are more susceptible to trNR than' others. · 
' ' ' .. 

This increased sul3ceptib:ility is.due to difference in the l!lagnitude 

of blood flow which affects the rate of he.at remov,al, from these tissues 

-during exposure.· Experiments indicate: that the· eyes .~d:the .test~s 

are the most vulnerable to MWR. In the:a e relative ischaemic 

-tissues -
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tissues continued irradiation can result in local temperature risetJ 

of as much as 10 to 20 °c for a longer duration (79, 105, 437). 

c. 1.Effect on eyes: Experiments on animals 

Within the critical wavelenp;ths, the potential hazard to the eye 

is one of the most serious aspects of microwave exposure. 

In addition to the relatively poor blood supply, the cavities near 

the eye and high electrical conductivity of the intraocular fluids 

and the consequent short penetratj_on of EM radiation in the eyeball 
. . . 

affect the eye's ability to remove superfluous heat. The lens, being 

avascular and enclosed: in a capsule, has no cooling system like 
I 

other tissue. Not ll:wing available macrophages to remove dead cells 

or replacement of cells, it cannot repair itself as .occurs ip. repara

tive processes elsewhere in the body. Thus, damage to the lens is 

generally irreversible. Dependirig upon the dose, the damaged cells 

slowly lose their transparency and the opacity may not occur until 

some time after exposure (latent period). 

Microwaves !iave been shown to produce cataracts in a variety of 

experimental animals, both in whole-body and in partial-:-b,ody 

exposures. (-1, 11, 12, 21, 26, 33, 45-48, 50, 51, 65., 66, 79, 105, 

106, 114, 130~ 168, 180, 205, 228, 229, 234, 235, 248, 274i 279, 

280, 345, 354, ·355, 374, 375, 414, 418, 419, 437). 

There still is some disagreement as to the. lowest effective intensity . 

?nd the lowest temperature required to produce cataract in ani~als 

(45, 66, 105, 354, 437). Damage to the eyes is ei,pecially pronounced 

at wavelengths around 12 cm. Temperature graphs give the location 

of temperature maximum for this wavelength near the center of the 

eye (65). 

2.Effects on the eyes in man 

:Microwaves have been implicated in the induction of cataracts and 

minor changes.in man·following accidental exposure (66, 170, 224, 

288, 291, 381, 445, 446, 448, 449). Most of these oases were found 

in studies of microwave technicians or radarpersonnel, both in the 

USA, and in the USSR and Polandc 
. . 

The epidemiological studies will be dealt with in a separate para-

graph. Until now some 40 oases of cataracts in humans caused by i 

~!~NR have been reported. 

-3, Effects -
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3. Effects on other ocular structures 

Microwave irradiation may produce damage to other ocular structures 

such as the conjunctiva, cornea arid iFis ( 52, 374, 375). 

4. Cumulative effects on theeye 

An il!lporta.nt practical question, on which· there are conflicting. 

opinions, concerns the possibility of cumulative damage to the 

lens from repeated subthreshold irradiation. The intraocular . 

temperature which must be reached to cause opacities is reported 

to range from45 to 55 °c. But.obviously no.c~ula.tive rise in 

temperature c~ occur if the intervals.between exposures exceed 
I 

the time required for the tissue to: return to normal temperature. 

The cumulative effect to be antici~ated,'therefore, is the · _ 

accumulation of damage resulting from repeated exposures, eoo~ of 

which is individually capable .of producing some degree of drui_;age. 

(21, 45-47, 50, 59, 60, 197, 375). 

5. "Pulsed wave" versus "continuous wave" 

'-.. 

There is some experimental evidence, that, from the 'iriewr,oint of 

causing cataracts, a pulsed field is more effective than a 

continuous field. In other caseshc;>wever it is stated that the 

effects induced by a pulsed alternating field have beEID found·· to 

be no more noticeable than those evoked by continuous ffolds.of the 

same average power (45, 46, ·47). Differences in pati;erns of peek . 

pulse levels and o'ff time between pulses may be critical factors. 

It is noteworthy, however, that in Czechoslovakia the· standards for 

human exposure to MWR are clearly different for_ expos~e to PW or. 

to CW radiation. 

· D. 1. Effect on the testes 

The testes are extremely sensitive to elevations in. temp_erature. •. 

It has been found that spermatogenesis c 2n take place only at· 

temperatures below that of the body. Of the various organs 

studied, the testes· appear to be the most sensitive in terms of the 

minimum exposure required to produce a. minimal change ••.. 

Exposure of the scrotal area results in varying degrees 9f testicular 

damage, such as reduction in the number of maturing spez:matocytes 

in the lumen, .edema, enlargement of the testes, atrophy, fibrosis, 

_.:._and -
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and coagulati.on necrosis of the epitheliUP1 lining the seminiferous· 

tubules. 

The distribution of damage within the testes is irregular with 

adjacent tubules often showing markedly differing degrees of 

degeneration. The reduction in testicular function appecrs to·be 

temporary and is almost certainly revers.ible except in severe 

cases. (29, 36, 57, 58, 85, 105, 106, 148, 149, 186,229,294). 

The biological hazard for the testes must be considered with 

respect to: 

a. effect on mature stored sperm; 

b. effect on developing spermatogonia; 

o. the effect on the interstitial cells which are responsible for 

the secretion of androgenic hor!;1one. 

There exist studies on the fertility of mice irradiated ~~th MWR 

(24, 294, 296) but no effect was found (294, 296). · 

In a study on the effec~ of RF radiation on rats, it is concluded 

that as far .as the number of newborn animals is concerned, females 

distinctly predominate in contrast to control groups (158). 

Resul-tnof studies on the effect of RF or MWR on the menstrual cycle 

of female animals and women working in the neighbourhood of 1'IWR 

apparatus are not uniform (36, 265, 319, 324). 

Reports of sterility in the human from exposure to microwaves are 

questionable •. No evidence of fertility changes was noted in personnel 

working in RF and MWR environ:µient (18, 78, 319). Reports of 

altered fertility in man even with· unusually large exposures to tNffi. 

are not available (357). 

E. 1. Effects on embryonic development 

There are some experimental data on the effect of microwaves on the 

development of embryos, especially the chick embryo and insect 

pupae. (28, 48, 52, 158, 180, 322, 417). The effects range from 

changes in the heart. pulse-rate or ECG to acceleration or 

retardation of development. 

There is also one paper on the effect of an RF electromagnetic 

field on the human foetus, stating that the development is reducedr 

that congenital defects appear and that the life expectancy of the 

infant is reduced (292). 

The effect seems to be cumulative and the thermal effect also 

plays a definite role. 
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2. Genetic effects 

Al though in several. papers a genetic effect of RF an.d· MWR is 
suggested, there is no direct or ,confirmed evidence for this., 

effect (52, 158, 159, 164, 165, 180, 188, 265, 411,' 440). . ' 

The induction of. various 'types qf chromosomal aberrations (in 

. garlic-root tips, chinese hamster ltlng. cells, rat choroid and bone · 

marrow cells) and .numerous mutat~op.s in Drosophila ge~ cells are 

· reported, but 'experi'mentaf data, on the genetic effects of RF and 

MWR indicate that in either .of these frequency·b~dri chromo~omal 
' '. 

aberrations, and in the RF band.mutations in Drosopl}ila can be 

produced by exposure to high iritensi ty fields. This fact tends to 
·. ·. . . .,· '· . 

suggest that thermal effects may play a role in producing ~uch 

effects. The genetic effect therefore remains ~uestionable. ;The 

only evidemce suggestive of_ possible genetic dBmage from nic:rowave 

exposure is· the detection of an increased incid~nce of 'rnntsolism .. 

(Dovm' s Syndrom~,) in children ~'.'hos~ fathers; had pribr ,()CC~pational ' 

radar experience, but the results of this, study are not conclusive 

(383). 

3. Effects on insects and pla:nts 
' . . ; . . 

Several papers describe the influence of RF and lIWR ·o.n the inhibition 

or accelernti?n of the ~owth of plants (effect on mitosis) and on 

insects (35, 52, 157, 158, 160, 164, 165, 180, 345). Insects who can 

withstand ordinary heat .for a relatively long tioe seem to b~ killed· 

by RF radiation in a. much shorter, p~riod :cf ,time 'arid vice versa ( 151). 

F. 1. Cellular and molecular effects of~ 

Several aspects of cells and molecules he:.ve been the subject of 

various studies: absorption, suppression of differentiation ip. lens' . 

epithelial cells, phagocytic function, longevity, ce.11 membrane 

function, special degenerative forms such as.giant l'last cells in 

peritoneal fluid, electrical characteristics of molecules. (48, 164, 

167,. 229, 30,1, 337, 342, 347, 352, . .362, 402, 419, 422-42,4, 433, 

434, 439, 440) •' 

2. Effects on- bacteria: and unicellular organisms 

A number of studies have been ~oiicerned with the action of RF and. 
MWR fields. on bacteria and· unicellular organi~e, w~icb is explained 

in terms of the heat effect. Exper1:111.9nts have been per:formeµ·on· 
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amoeba., pb.rameoia, l'UI!linous bacteria, escherichia coli, bacillus 

subtilis, opalina ranal'UI:l ond other unicellular organisms. 

Effects on growth, viability and some metabolic processes in unicellular 

organisms have been studied. The symptoms prove to be.very frequency_ 

and intensity dependent, but the reactions to RF and M\'IR field.are 

different for various kinds of organi:ms (8, 16, 133, 164, 187, 250, 

257, 345, 347, 350, 352, 359, 404, 433, 434). 

The orientation of unicellular org!Ulisms in an El.! field (pea.rl"'.chain 

formation) will be discussed in the next paragraph. Conclusions as 

to the mechanism of the effect of m fields on unicellular organisms · 

have reached no consensus among the various authors. 

,. Pearl-chain formr.tion 

The only example of nonthermal effects which has been i;he subject 

of much detailed analysis is the tendency of r.u.croscopic perlicles 

to become rearranged under the influence. of RF fields and fom · 

chains of particles. Each type of partic1e has an optimum frequency 

range within which the field intensity required to produce the 

effect reaches a oinimum. The effect is obs~rved in.suspended 

particles r:f carbon, starch, milk, fat, erythrocytes, leucocytes 

and in experments on unicellula+ ol,'ganiscs (fla.i;ellates and 

ciliates such as euglena and anoeba). (164, 347, 352, 359, 366/ 367, 

369, 404). 
No specific biological effects oan be deduced and, frora theoreticcl. 

studies, it can be concluded that pearl-chain formation.will not 

occur in human beingo exposed to microwaves, due to the fact that 

freely moveable particles of appropriate size are not.available 

in the body. 

G. 1. Biochenical changes (proteins, enzymes, &i.ino acids). 

A variety of biochemical changes hM been observed in e:cp3ricents 

with microwaves. Studies of microwave effects on the eye revealed 

a.o. decreased activity of adenosi.~triphosphatase, pyrophosphatase,. 

and other enzymes, decreased ascorbic acid (vitamine C) and 

glutathione content, inhibition of DUA synthesis and incraase 

in turnover of albUL1inoid RNA fr11ction. (21, 46, 47, 79, 205, 234, 

345~ 419). These results suggest a netabolic imbalance produced 

by MWR. Cho.nges in the electrophoretic and antigenic reactivity 

of human gP.mma. globulin and reduced activity of alpha.;.aoyiaoe have 

been detected. Aoino-acid incorporation into liver and te3tes o.nd 

the level of RNA:in the spleen seoo to be influenced by MWR. 

Many authors have studied the effects of RF and microwave fields 
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on proteins. Coagulation·and denatur!ltion of proteins, and sug-

,· .;estio,1s vf altered protein metabolism, decre.;.sed protein synthesi::I 

and increased protein ca.tabolisn h,1ve been reported. · (8, 22, · 31, . 

43, 44, 134, 147, 167, 188, 212, 220, 235, 250, 264, 265, 301, 345, 
' • • I 

346, 355, 384, 389. 398,401,402,419, 434),. 

In experiments on biochemical effects, especially effects on 

. enzy&1atio activity, to::iperature may be, if riot tho decidi,ng, 

at least the bnsic factor, so that the results r.1ust be interpreted 

carefully from the standpoint of nonthemil effects. 

2. Changes in bloodcomposition, blood~erurn and blbodplasma 
. . ' 

A number of authors note that the blood picture is not ~otic~abiy 
' . ' 

affected by an EM field (18, 78, 248, 345), but others have · 

found changes, both in the white and the red blood.Jiicture,. and 

a drop in hemoglobin content. The hematological and hemodynaoical · 

effects of microwave exposure have been described extensively 

in a nUDber of papers (14, 49, 113, 116, 118, 167, 169, ,179, 

180, 184, 221,276,298, 346, 395, 401, 411, 412). 

Tha influence of· Jri/R on the hei:!atopoie~io organs has also been 

the subject of several studies (86, 90, 206). ·: The effect on· 

gamma. globulin has been mentioned already in the preceding para;:srri.ph. 

The content of to_tal proteins in. bloods,erum and the activity of 

some . enzymes in · bloodplasraa and bloodserum have. been found to chc~ 

under the influence of an EM field (22, 56, 143,147,264, 312, 
384, 401-, 429). "·•~· 

,. 

· H. Effects on the nervous system 

Of the lmown or suspected effects of microwave. and radiofrequency 

radiati;on on the human organism the involvement ·or the_ central 

nervous system (CNS) is presently the subject of the greatest 

uncertainty and controversy. This controversy is due, prioarily~ to the 

fact that scientists a.~d health· workers in the USSR arid other Eas~em 

European countries have, over the_ past few decades., consista~tly 

reported al terntions in CNS function, and behaviour changes in humans 

and animals exposed to relatively low, non-the:fl!lal intensities of 

microwave and RF radiation especially with chronio irradiations. 

In the United States and Western European countries one _h'UJ generrJ.ly 
. ,• . 

contested those findi,,,gs and .has suggested that the principal rao.son 

for this attiti:.de. is the. paucity of quantitative data pul)lished 

by the Russian o.nd Enstem European scientists in support of thoir · . . ' . 

findings, a.ree.son for which could. be the be.sic difficulty involved 
. ' 

.in quantitating effects of this kind. Conditiona,1. response.studies, 
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for instance, intrinsically do not lend themselves to objective inter.:. 
pretation. Of the some\'That limited number of studies on this subject 

conducted in the Western hemisphere> there are some findings that 

tend to corroborate, at least qualitatively, the Russian work. The 

Soviets have strongly and repeatedly stressed that :the CNS.must 

be ·consider~d to be moderately or highly sensitive to radiation. 

injuries. Their conoeptual basis for this view is largely cen-:t;ered · 

about Pavlovian "nervism". · Very briefly th~s theory meruis that tho 

CNS exerts a controlling influence over.all types qf reactions in 

the organism, including various l,ocal tissue reactio.ns. N,on-nervous 

r;-;;_ctions are considered as only of secondary importanc·e because 

of the basic controlling role of the CNS in the whole organism, , 

Thus, in considering microwave pathogenesis, Soviet physiologists 

hive persistently sought the CNS mechanism that might be responsible 

for each microwave-induced phenomenon~ The influence on the functions 
of the nervous system is, as reported, reversible, and is nanifested 
in two basic forms: 

In the form of "vagotonic" reactions indicating functional changes 

favoring prevalence of the parasympathetic. division of the v0getative 
nervous system (slowing of the pulse, fall in arterial blood pressure, 

I decrease in cholinesterase activity, etc), and in the form of disturbance 

of the functional state of the brain structures (hindrance of 

conditioned-reflex activity, decrease in sensitivity to auditory.· 

stimulation, change in the electroencephalogram ( KJro.) , breaking of 
Ji:' ' 

interneuronal connections in. the cortex etc) • These manifestations 
of non-thermal action of I\~VR 9 both pulsed and continuous, on the CNS 
have been noted over a broad range of wavelengths; beginning at very. 

low j_rradiation intensities of the order of tenths of milliwatts. The 

extent to which the observed changes were expressed depe:q.de.d regularly 
on the wavelength: the brainfunction disturbances increased with 

increasing W§.Velength, while conversely the vagotonic reactions 
decreased. This is in accord with the relation between ·wavelength and 
depth of penetration, 

On the western hemisphere studies have been directed more toward• 

thermal effects, although some studies with very low intensities have 
been performed. A variety of nervous system effect~, more or less 

pronounced, has been reported to occur in microwave exposures of animals 
and man. Numerous papers are devoted to this subject .. 
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1. Nervous syst9!!! (General reaofaon, EID changes} ,, · 
~· 

(4, 15,. 637 81, 93, 94, 96-98. 102, 103, 123, 124, 126·, 153, 

166, 202, 207~209, 241,, 242, 251, ~52, 265, 269'.'"272, 314, 316, 

326,347, 352, 353, 373, 386, ,389, 415). ::. 

2. Functional change_s, pehaviour effects,. condi tioned--reflex1 and 

activity changes, 

(17, 18, 39,77, 80,.117,,123, '128,138, 171, .. 109,194,195, 
•·, 

202, 204, 217-219, 240~ 242, 244, 248!, 277' 314, 317.,.' 332~ 

344, 389, 408, 415) • 

3. Auditory effects (microwave "heari'ng") 

(30, 68, 119 .. 122, 391) ,. 

4. Cardiovascular and circulat_?ry system ( changes in heart,:.:rate, 

cardiac rhytbraj blood pressure, ._.changes in ECG) p 

(5, 17, 72, 73, 98, 113, 125,127,144, 199, 216, 235-237, 
I • . •~ l 

268, 298,. 323, 345, 348, 349}. 

In man most of the CNS effects have been reported in studies 

of persons occupationally exposed 'to MWR, such as micro~av:e 

or ra,dar technicians, ( see next paragraph) •. 

Perhaps the·primary difficulty involved in the interpretation 
. - . . . 

and eva,luation of the effects of low intensity M1JilR on biC?log:i.cal 

systems is the lack of basic theore.tical interaction mechanisms~·, · 
, , 

.Although .a. nl,lmber of such possib.le mecihani_sms have been suggested, 

none have been developed to the point of explai~:ing how low· 

EM fields can couple to biological sys:tems to produce effects 

on the CNS or other ~ystems. The intrinsic limitation on our 

understanding ofnon.'..thermal effects.is related to the incomplete 
' . ·\ 

state of our . present _knowledge of certain biological furictions. 

There is still unce;rtaicls about the basic mechanisms o'f nerve 

excitation and conduction. As to the ~ffects of TuffiR·on the 

brain, the same reasoning holds: the mechanisms of,information 

transmission; storage, and retrieval are unknown. Therefore 

H is very difficult to ascertain the existanqe an_d significance 

of non-thermal effects of MWR .. 

I. Epidemiological s.tudies 

In addition to the enimal data, t_here is an extensive body of 
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information, reported especially in the Soviet and Eastern 

European literature, on the low level, non-thermal effects of 

RF and raicrowave ra.diation on occupationally exposj3d workers. 

The clinical manifestations detected in these s.tudies indicate 

that the CNS is the organ system•most sensitive to this sort of 

radidtion. The symptomatology associated in the Soviet literature 

with prolonged exposure most commonli includes headache, incre~,sed 

fatiguability, diminished intellectual capabilities, dullness, 

partial loss of memory, decreased sexual abili.ty, irritability, . 

sleepiness and insommia, emoti.onnl instability, sweating and 

hypotension. Shortness of, breath (dyspnoea) and pain in the 

ohest regions are reported. Disturbance of the veget'ati ve nervous 

system such as sinus arhythmias, a tendency toward bradyoardia, 

. eleotrocardio1~Taphic ( EX;G) changes, particularly lowered· 

T-waves, and other vagotonic chariges are common observations. 

Varinus Soviet investigations have grouped symptoms into clinical 

syndrome which vary in number and terminology but are·· essentially, 

sir:lilar. 

Mild exposures result in the "vegetative" and "asthenovegetative" 

· syndrome, and in the n,cute stage the "angiodystonicl' ari,d 

"diencephalic" syndromes are described. 

The most commonly reported objective physiological changes 

are neural, cardiovascular, blood compositions, and endocrine 

functions. Objective measurements carry more ·:rnight"''thmi sub

jective symptoms, and therefore attemps have been made to 

correlate the rather amorphous symptoms of the "clinical . 

syndrome" with electroe~cephalographic measurenents (EEG) •.. 

In general, reported effects in the EEG 8.re characterized by 

predominance of the slow rhythms ( alpha and theta rhyth,ms),. 

Most frequently, changes occur in the amplitude characteristics 

of both fast and slow waves. Paroxysmal bioelectric activity 

is reported such as spasmodic spike-.type disohanges, most 

often noted during sensory stinulation.· 

In more severe cases, more pronounced epileptiforn bioelectric 

activity may also be observed. 

The asthenic and vegetative reactions l'!lentioned here are 

entirely reversible. 
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In the blood, alterations have 'been reported in.the protein 

fractions, ions, histamine content; hprmone a,nd enzyme levels, 
. . 

and i,mmuni ty factors, but most frequently change~ in cellular 

composition,· commonly characterized by instability of leukocyte 

indices. 

The endocrine system response i,s characterized by incren.s.ed 

thyroid gland activity and· somet.i.rnes, enlargeme11t. 

Ad.renal changes are also reported" __ _ 

Ocular changes, such a,9 cloudiness of. the lens a.pd cataracts, · 

have been extensively studied in persons_ occupat:i.mu1.lly exposed · 

to MWR. The majority of existing experimental a.ncl clin_ical 

evidence on this type ,Qf ocular ·effect indicates that radiatioi'i 

damage to originally healthy eyes generally does not occur at· · · 

intensities m~chbelow 100 mW/cm
2

• However, in Soviet studie~ . .. . 

signifioan1; .differences have been found in the visuaJ. capacity 

of microwave workers . compared vrith that of control petsons not 

_ exposed to JIWR. 

In the USA also several epide.miological studi~s. have b,een perforiirea: 

on radar personal. Detailed op}jthalmological ~ hematological and 

other investigations were carried .out, but failed to' detect' any 
. •' :. ., . . .. 

significant changes in the physical inventories of the· ~ubjects; · 

A relatively high percentage of eye, pathology was inderttified, 

but none with causal relatfon to the bypertheirmia J)r~du~ed· by· 

microwave absorption. 
. ,1 

Fertility s·tudies revealed essentially the same findings both 

for persons exposed to ~WR and for a· control groupo · 

The lack of statistical evaluations of the Soviet data on the 

clinical. effects of low level microwave exposure mal:es it 

difficult to ascertain the extent.to which these effects are 

correlated with occupational. exposure. 

The body of .data delivere~ by Soviet and other Eastern European. 

investigators, however, deserves seri.ons attention froI:1 re

searchers oh the western hemisphere. (18, 34, 59, 60, 78, 
93-98, 102, 103, 116-118, 135, 136, 139, 140, ,146_, 154, 161, 
198, 201, 207-211, 214, 215, 221, 222:, 235, 242, 253, 256, 
288, 317, 323,. 324? '345, 347,- 3T1, 386, J88, 4421 '443, 446, 449). 
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J.·Medical applications o~ MWR 
A well-known application of heat p_roduced by microwaves for 
medical purposes is r:1icrowave diathe.rmy. Diatherny he..s proven 
to be a po,werful means in the physiotherapeutic treatment of 
muscular pains, rheumatisn, arth'rosis and other chrbr1ic, diseases 
in !:)an. On the basis of the biological action o:t:, TulY/R on ceU 
proliferation, one has been able to find a way for the use of 

. MWR in tumor thera.py by means of selective heating of th.e 
tumors. Due to the changes in the metabolism of the tmncr:cus · 
tissue, caused by MWR, not only the growth of prir.iary sarconas 
is retarded, but also the growth of secondary tunors end·the 
production of netastases~ Usually nicrowave dintherny .is 
applied in combination with other therapeutic L1e2.sures. (27, 31, 
53, 112, 150, 180, 301, 3137 327, 367, 371,405,447). 
Several authors have proposed that reseB:rch in this dire;,ction 
might point -the way toward a succesful cancer c·ure. 

K. Studies on physical properties of biological material 
Various physical aspects of biofogical material have beeri ~xteu- · 
sively studied over a wide range of frequencies ,and intensities 
(absorption characteristics of various tissues, degree of heat 
production in tissues and organs, dielectric properties in the 
microwave range). In s~udying absorption characteristics of hunan 
beings sometiI!les phantoms have been used, made up of material 
having approximately the same properties as the hunan 'body. 
Relative cross section measurements for man in a microwave 
field have peen done in this way.· ( 11, 69, 70, 105,, 106 ,, 141, 
151, 171, 173, 230-233, 239, ·259, 260, 341, 360, 363, 364, 379)'. 

L. Effects of combined microwave and X irradiation · 
Experiments on various animals on the effect of MWR prior to or 
simultaneously with irradiation with X or gamna ray~. have been 
performed. It is found that the combination of these radiations 
has a rather badly understood effect on the surviv~b~lity of the 
exposed animals. The lethality of animals (dogs, rats, mice) 
subjected to X irradiation after exposure to MWR seems to be 

' ' diminished, compared with the lethality of animal~ subjected to 
X-irradiatton alone, thus indicating an increased resistance to 
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the action of ionizing radiation of the animals acclimate~ ,to 
MWR. The effect of the simultaneous influence of a microwave .· . ·. 
field and X radiation· is that in. thi~ c&se 'the';damage iis more . · 
serious than when each factor acts alone. The mortality increases 

. ' 

compared Hi.th exposure to MWR or X, radiaiiion alone. ·· In the 
combined .action of microwaves and X rays also .a :nod:Lf.ication of 
ionizing radiation injury. at the hematopoie.tic level has been 

reported.· (13. 53, 54, 109, 178, 179,. 247, 275, 345; 346, 378, 
409-412' 428). 

' . 

M. Miscellaneous.~opics 

t. Metallic inclusions 

:Metallic inclusions (for. instmice a metallic prothes:i.'sin 
· the bones of a patient subjected to treatment ,with diathermy) 
can enhmice the. effect of microwave exposure. ~o that burning' .· .. 
effects may be observed arpund 'the edges of the I¥e"!;all:ic · 
object (10, 233, 345); 

2. Cardiac ~acemakers. 
Studies have shown that low~leve1 radiation from a micro-, ' . . : ·, . . : 

wave oven can block the pacing ac.tivity ·of an impI~t.~d,: 
. : ' . '•. . 

ventricular sensing heart pacema~er (38, 203) ~ 
. ~. -'" . 

3. electro-explosive.devices 

Radio-frequency and microwave .:radiation · from a transmitter 
. ~ . .·~ 

have been found to initiate or degrade electrOexplosive · 

device!;!. Careful haridlingof this sort of bl.a.sting caps .. . . 

iri the neighbourhood of a micr~w~ve ~rruismitt~; (_e.g~ a 
radar post) therefore is advisable (438) ~· 

4. microwave ovens 

It is. olear that microwave ovens, usually Operating;at 2450 MHz, 
that is ina very dangerous pa.rt of the microwave spectrum~ 
can b~ a ··hazard when inexpertly hi:mdled or wheri :the safeity 
supplies are out of. order. Regulations and st~diu-da for· 
microwave ovens in ·the kitchen hav.e been set in,,Iapan and 

• .· .. ••.. . '. . . • , ·•,:' , I ' 

the USA· already, stipulating that the intensity of the 
radiation measured at a distance, of 5 . cm frqm a:n.y surface' 

· of the oven is not allowed to be more than 1 mW/cm
2

-·at time 
of purchase, and should not be more than 5 mW/en? during 

-the-
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the lifetime of the apparatus ( 37, 356, 380, 387, 390, 396, 

413). 
·, 

5. Instruments and antennas 

Several papers deal with antenna theory, safe-distance 

nomograms, construction and comparison of diff eren~ types . 

of microwave radiation meters, and microwa'll'e equipment 

(6, 1, 20, 25, 38, 75, 100, 101, 115, 142, 226, 299, 400; 426) 0. 

N. Protective measures: 

Because of the possible negative effects on human health due 

to exposure to radiofrequency and microwave radiation, ;it is 
' . 

necessary to prevent people from-overexposure .to.this type 

of radiation, be it in the workplace (microwave.or radar 

.personnel in the neighbourhood of. generE.1,tors), in the home (users 

of microwave ovens) or in the open air (people within'the range 

of microwave bet:l.Ills from radar installations). 

The most-effective way of protecting people.is, of course, 

to keep them at a safe distance from any microwave radiating 

equipment. Therefore it is necessary to determine by theory 

and/or measurements the areas around tpe origin· of the radiation 

. where, according to the standards used, the level of the 
. , I . ' . 

radiation becomes hazardous, and to place warning signs marki.'l'lg 

these areas.. When it is impossible :to prevent peopl~ f;rom being 
' . 

at work near a radiating device, one can take measures to lower 

the radiation level at the workplace by means of shielding of 

the radiation sources and of the work area. Of course extra 

shielding should be applied when the equipment used in generating 

ll!WR also releases X-radiation. Moreover personn~l protection 

devices can be used including protective goggles with wire.mesh 

insert and protective clothing •. 

Several trivial pro tee ti ve measures are mandatory such as 

periodic cheoksfor radiation leaks 1 radiation should be turned 

-off in repairs, non-rotating antennas should be oriented and 

elevated away from inhabited areas while radiating or should be 
trained to a known safe dirnotion. 

On account. of possible biological effects of MWR, a sp~cific 

and periodic medioal examination program is desired for 

-potentially 
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· potentially exposed personnel,· both military and civilian~, associated 

with the development, calibration or maintenance of microwave equip

ment ( e.g. radar personnel). These examinations should consist 

of a routine physical examination plus a comprehensiye investigation 

of the following_as~ots: 

1 •. hematology (red and white blood picture,· thrcitnbobytes·, 

bloodclotting and blood sedimentation). 

2. ophthalmology ( sli,t-lamp examinatio~ of the. lens, stereoscopic 

photographs). 

3.,audition 

4. neurology (EEG) 

5. cardiology. (ECG) 
. . . 

In the d:i,fferent countries the periodic examinations as well as 

the other protective measures .are more _or less el.a.borate i~ 

· ao.cordance with the various maximum pel'I!lissible expo13ure l&:.rols (MPEL). 

. As to the safety aspects of microwave ovens several recomnia.ndations .. 

have been made such as the setting of standards for radiation· 

leakage roid a periodic checking, safety looks, and 'sal~s registra-, · 

tion. 

In microwave diathermy.it is recoID!llended to use an applicator 

placed on the skin, in order to p~event the occurrence of . 

radiation scattering and the thickness of the fat ·layer s.hould 

always b~ taken into acc~unt to pr.event· its overheating. 

For further information on protective measures and safety\ aspects 

of MWR one is referred to the 'literature (9~ 41, ·aa_t 89, 109, 

131, 160, 163, 185, 191, 192, 200; 213, 225, 261, 265, 297, 

320, 334, 340,' 344, 396, 407, 413, ·420, 421)~ 

0. Review papers 

A number of authors have given. a more .or less comprehensive 

review.of the biological effects of microwave and radio

frequency. radiation. Particularly th~ papers of Cleary,· Dodge~ -

Frey, Healer, Kholodov, Marha a.c>--', Michaelson, Presman, Roth, 

and Swanson a.o., should be mentioned here. (63, 94, 123,- 161, ,202, 

265, 284, 352, 358, 399). 
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Further information is available from a number of eurveyso. 

(45, 49, 51, 91.93, 128, 139~ 160, 172, 197, 235, 251, 280, 
281, 285-287, 300, 319, 345, 347, 363, 398). 
The reports of the four Tri-Seryica Conferences on the biological. 

effects of microwave radiation .als,o contain a lot of information· 

on very diverse aspects .. of MWR (329, 330, 333, ·397). 
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IX. Conclusion 

From the li teratur'e survey the impression may have been .. developed . r , '. 

that, from the biological point of.view the microwave range is the 
most ac:tive part of the entire el~ctrom.agnetio frequencY,-~peotrum, and, 
that it poses a great threat .to h~an health. . In f.;:i.ct,' h()wever,. 
the only biological effects. of MWR that until now cou~d be prove_d . 
experimentally with certainty are plll'ely thermal in·nature: the 

heating and sometimes subsequent damaging of biological material due 
~ . . . 

to absorption of high-inten~ity microwaves • .Although not completely 
explained by theory, 'the mechanism of therm~!. effects of midro~ave 
exposure appears to be reasonably well understood~ , In J)ractice the 
effects due to overheating can be prevented rather easily. 
Neither theoretica1 nor ex~erimental methods have beeri. ·s~ccess
fully employed to elucidate the· mechanisms for the mor~ subtle, 
low-intensity interactions of 1flVR .with biological systems~ Th.is 
has led to the present situatio~ in which we are being confronted 

. with a huge quant'i ty of empirical research data and allegedly non
thermal effects, especially from the· Soviet· bloc, .which we cio not 
know how to evaluate properly. 

In spite of this incomplete and inade:quate knowledge of the biological 
effects of M.WR, control measures and s~a.ndards, though widely discrepant,. 

·.·. .'. 

have been developed. in several countries .to limit the hazards associated·· 
with occupational or occasional exposlll'e to this. type of.radiation. 
In conclusion it can be said that, although· a great d·ea1 6£ work ·has · 
been done on the biological effects of ·~ic,rowaves,' certa:i.n areas, 
such as the possibility of cUD1ulative ~ff~cts from subthi-eshold 
exposures, functional changes from low intensity irradiation and, 

. ' 
possible nontherm!il changes need further clarification. L'arge· gaps 
also exist in the current knowledge of possible gen~tic imp_lications 

and the actual 10:ng-term effe?ts, if any, of MWR on humans.~ 
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X. Further researdh 

a. Standards 

In order the set adequate and useful standards for human exposure, 

comprensive evaluation of information obtained from animal experi

ments and surveys of individuals exposed either occupationally or 

while engaged in military activity i.s required. The· criteria to be' 
. . . ~ 

' ' 

used in evaluating experimental results of MWR exposure and the 

interacting variables in such assessment require criticalevaluation. 
·, . . . - · .. 

Because of the discrepancy between the criteria used in the U.S.A. 

and the U.S.S.R. these have to be understood and evaluated. 

In this connection it should be noted that many publis~ed reports 

on experil.lents are rather useless, for lack of information that 

is essential to draw justified conclusions. 

b. Thresholds, c~ulative effe_cts, PW and C! 

Studies should be performed to determine the minimum exposure 

conditions which would produce an effect and the ·.maximum exposure 

whichwill produce a still reversible biological effect. Itis 

necessary to know more precisely what the threshold is for irre

versible changes of any kind from k"WR exposureo 

The possibility of cumulative effeqts of,subthreshold exposures 
. . 

should be studied as well as the influence of modulation and peak 
,· 

power·in "pulsed wave" versus "continuous" wave irradi'ations. 

c. Experinlents with animals 

1. Extra~f_ation to man · . . 

Well-planned, controlled animal studies should be undertaken 

using representative species of animals of different qrders, 

to provide realistic extrapolation factors for predicting the 

response of man, which take into account the differences ·in 

body mass and thermo-regulatory capacity. The frequency 

dependence of biologic resp~mse, the · mechanism by which. therm~l 

damage is produced and the biologioal tolerance of the most 

susceptible tissues must be establisheq. 
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2. Centr.:.8:1.)!.e_r~o!J.S System 

Carefully dE,:?signed experiments, using a num9er of micro1,1ave 
frequencies with accurately caiibl'.ated beams, ri.re nece~snry 
to find out about the effects of ,low-level exposure on the 
CNS, by dir~ct measurement of induced potentials, and about . . ' ~ 

effects on 6onditioned responses· and ~eaction time~ (behaviour 
studies). Objective methods in·ev:aluating the· experiments 
are requir~d. 

d. Cellular and molecular research 

Work on cells and their response to microwaves -'is needed to determine 
··' the basio mechanisms of- alteration bf molecular st,.-ucture Ets a 

function. of power demi,ity and freq,uency,' an~ to investigate the 
effects of low level irradiations oh metabolic and genetic-. 
processes. This type of research might provide an answer to .the 
question of whether there are non-thermal effects on biological 
matter and . if they crui be harmful. 

e. Epidemiological research 

Properly designed statistical studies of microwave 'N<fr~ers 3lld 
appropriately selected control groups ar~ necessary· to answer 
the vital question of wh~ther the clinical effects of long-term, 
low-intensity exposure,· reported in. the Russian e.nd Eastern 
European literature and serving there as the basis of the exposure . -·"'- . _:_ ' ) \: .,· 

limits, can be detected •. 

f. Instrumenta~ion 

In order to intercompare experimentai'data a standard method 
should be developed for the measurement of microwave intensities 
and the received doses with the help of ah instrument· u~'e"r-ul at 
all frequencies, important from the biological standpoi.:nt, and 

'insensitive to the orientation in-the EM field and to the polari
zation •. Further researoh is need.al as to th~ possibility of perso~al 
dosimetry. ~fore sensitive instruments for measuring possible 
temperature rises in loW intensity experiments are required~· 

g. Theory 

In addition to experimental work, theoretical in:vestigations 

.. · -should-
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should be carried out to elucide.te the mechanism of thermnl 
dam888 further, but especially to unravel the basio.meohanisms 
of low intensity interactions of MWR. with biological. systems 
which are as yet rather unexplained. 
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